CIS QuoteBuilder is a sleek, feature rich web
based quote management tool designed for
manufacturers and distributors to efficiently
manage and accelerate quote activity across a
range of sales channels and geographic areas.
Employees, sales staff, independent dealers and
distributors access this application with
controlled security and visibility.
QuoteBuilder allows the manufacturer to
manage pricing and discounting on a byclient/by-product basis.
Quotes are constructed quickly in a single
screen, adding both configured products and
regular products. Quotes can be edited, copied,
printed, and/or emailed as PDF’s.
Other
features include managing quote status and
sequenced quote numbers with revisions.
Users have an attractive lookup screen to
manage all of the quotes they have permission
to view. The lookup has search and filter
features to quickly find quotes using a range of
key data. Search results are displayed
dynamically and can be exported to Excel
including all the key data within the selected
quotes. Reporting is designed to provide the
common reporting options as standard and add
customer specific reporting as required.

A quote in QuoteBuilder can contain any
number of configurations including variations
of the same product(s). CIS QuoteBuilder is
seamlessly integrated with CIS Configurator
allowing the user to create and add configured
items to the quote that include pricing based
on rules. Configurations within quotes can be
edited, altering details as needed without
having to redo the whole quote.
Very little training is required for QuoteBuilder
users. QuoteBuilder is a web browser based
application built on the VB.Net platform and
has many features similar to a Windows based
application from the user perspective.

CIS Configurator is a web browser-based
application; embedded within QuoteBuilder, it is
used to automate the configuration of build-toorder products with multiple options. Designed
to be extremely flexible, it provides
manufacturing operations with the capability to
easily and efficiently produce highly
customizable and configurable product lines. It
has different settings to provide a guided selling
format or the configuration can show all the
questions.
There is great flexibility in the user interface –
the appearance and management of features
displayed in the Configurator including item lists,
graphics or question and answer lists are easily
and quickly controlled.
Our Configurator application works within
QuoteBuilder or it can be embedded and
integrated to other applications. The results of
the users’ configuration data are stored as an
XML file and can be made available and
transported easily with the quote.

Easy to set up and use
With a small amount of training, non-IT
people learn to build the rules and
relationships; ensuring products are always
valid and correctly specified and priced.
Maintain your own models and add new ones
without programming or training.
Rule based Models
Because CIS Configurator is rule based, it
allows
business
owners,
employees,
distributors or customers to accurately build
quotes and orders for complex products or
services with a large number of variables; this
is especially useful where components have a
number
of
inter-dependencies
and
relationships.
You can set questions to guide the user
through the selling process; you can quickly
build relationships between the answers so
that only valid options can be quoted or
ordered. The ability to incorporate calculations
into models makes this a powerful and feature
rich offering.

CIS ModelBuilder is the administrative tool
for CIS Configurator and is also a web-based
application. The manufacturer’s product
experts use our latest technology built into
this innovative and powerful tool to create
configuration models, which dictate the rules
the Configurator will use. The general user
population will never see ModelBuilder – they
will only see the configurations.
The ModelBuilder user architects the
attribute(s), which the configurations will use,
and determines whether and how these are
displayed.
ModelBuilder does not require programming
skills
only
product
knowledge
and
understanding of the product’s rules; however
the program does require training.
A number of unique design features are
employed to create rules and relationships;
models can have attributes at multiple levels,
exceptions are created quickly, a wide variety
of single level and multiple calculations are
accommodated; multiple answers can be
linked to produce a relationship, forcing a
specific result when particular conditions are
met.
Item information can be added as can
graphics to represent answers and selections.
Graphics can be uploaded in seconds from an
image library.

CIS Compass
CIS provides Compass, its web based implementation support tool as part of the implementation process.
Compass provides an accessible database of current project status where fixes, enhancements, requests
and questions are efficiently directed to the correct resource using email and phone messages based on
the priority. Clients assign a priority to their request/question and see responses as soon as they are
updated. Compass provides a dynamic view on all open and completed issues related to the
implementation
Experience
One size does not fit all in the configuration software market - although our solutions are very flexible,
there are a small percentage of situations where the client's needs or problems are so unique that no
generic solution can truly addresses all the aspects. While some competitors will bend the client's need to
their product offering, our answer in this situation is to develop a custom application for that client using
the experience of our development team, which includes individuals who built custom configuration
solutions as early as 15 years ago, solutions which are still in daily use today.
Unique Requirements
Customization can be as simple as a different interface to gather the configuration data and in other
situations where the client need is more sophisticated, additional programs provide specific functionality.
A recent example of the latter is a drawing tool which will be used by sales people to specify installation
requirements, produce installation drawings and use the rules engine to constrain what can be done
within the drawing tool, and generate BOM's; this automation frees up the engineering department,
which was previously involved at every stage.
Integration to your back-end ERP Accounting, Manufacturing or CRM system
No need to duplicate data, we can create an integration so both systems can talk to each other thus
limiting the potential of errors caused by duplicate entry of data. We can read Customers, Items and
Pricing from your ERP/MRP system and send back Orders, Bill of Materials and Manufacturing Work
Orders. We can also integrate into your CRM system so your salespeople can have CIS Builder at their
fingertips.
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